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About This Game

Event Horizon is an exciting space 2D action/RPG game. Take command of a space fleet and start your galaxy exploration
mission. Battle hostile aliens, conduct scientific research, capture resources, trade, build new ships and upgrade existing ones.

Thousands and thousands of star systems, ferocious battles and surprising encounters are waiting for you.

Features:
• Millions of stars to discover
• Hardcore dynamic battles

• Over 50 individual space ships with options for modification
• Over 100 guns and modules

• 10 Unique factions with powerful flagships
• Exploration of planets
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WHERE THE HELL DO I BUILD THE FALCON BECAUSE I COULDNT GET IT FROM A THRIFT SHOP
also make it so we can trnasfer data from our phone because i would like to continue off of there instead of making a new game.
I play games for fun. So I avoid games that focuses on grinding - I just don't have the time for it.

Unfortunately, Event Horizon is one of such game.

I still try to bear with these games by cheating the grind, usually hacking the money. So I can focuses back on the gameplay.

No joy with this game tho - it uses Unity engine AND it's anti cheat feature.

It's gonna take significant effort to hack.

If you enjoy grinding, feel free to buy this game.

If you're like me; just wanna play games + don't have a lot of free time - then avoid this game like plague.. Game really needs
even a basic explaination as to what you should be doing. It's all trial and error which is incredible frusterating with zero
direction.. A space rpg with a lot of ships to use and each ship has different layout which can be fitted with different modules
and weapons. gameplay is fun and addictive.

There's a lot of grinding though, although this can be mitigated by building "carrier" ships and use them to passive grind.
Combat is bad. No tutorial.. Awesome and fun game. My video and full reviews can be found by following the links below.
Here's the short version.....

If you like retro space war games, but with way more depth, then this is an excellent game. Never played any of these old school
games? No problem, pick this up and have fun as well. It has (limited) exploration, good game depth, lot's of spaceships, great
battles, strategy, and nice gameplay mechanics. The upgrades and technologies available are impressive. Even in it's current
state, which is way better then I expected, it's worth the price tag without a doubt. It is more completed then expected. You get a
good game that can only get better. It gets an 8 out of 10 from me without hesitation!

Pure Gameplay video: https://youtu.be/seG8-Qii8hU

Full English review: http://grandpagaming.blogspot.nl/2016/05/event-horizon-english-and-dutch-review.html
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Volledige Nederlands Review: http://grandpagaming.blogspot.nl/2016/05/event-horizon-review-nederlands.html. Don't buy this
yet, unless like me you love exploration and ship customization.

There is enough of the game working for you to enjoy it. The customization options are huge, but the controls are finicky, and
its lacking in a decent tutorial and tooltips, these are the things I'm hoping EA will add.. Very grindy game and quite some room
for improvements. I mean bindable controls, anyone?! I really had to use AutoHotyKey to get special skills on my mouse. But
although the game seems quite simple on first glance, it's also very addictive. Once you get started, you will want more items.
Bigger ships and better weapons to try new tactics and to pay THEM back what THEY did to YOU. :) Yet if it hadn't been
possible to get it to afk-auto-leveling to some degree, I had probably given up a long time ago, before the RSI syndrom kills my
hand and arm completely. Anyway, it's still getting updates as of 2019 and I bought it 2016.
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this a yeehaw game. Hella good man. Good game, although at some times it's all the same, BUT the need to improve ships and
progressing finding new technologies makes it an addictive game, I guess that I'll have to reach a dead end at some point. But
after 63 hrs on my mobile phone decided to play it on pc, and keep it at steady progress!!. this is a great game, though it is quite
unfinished. though i mostly have played this on my phone (before i discovered that it is on pc), i still feel able to comment on
this.

some good/bad points:

bad:
o the gameplay is not very diverse: sure, there are many ships and modules, but the fighting gets REALLY boring 10-15 hours
in (as said before, i have played a lot on my phone, too). it takes a long time to get better ship classes, and thus the player will
use 1-2 ships for a long time until a new ship class is unlocked.
o it takes an EXTREMELY EXTREME amount of time to get good ships, money, and tech.
o no story
o planetary exploration is not worth it until the player either has A LOT of money or A LOT of research invested in it.
o some, though few, bugs.
o very few & very rare special encounters, and they quickly become boring too.
o traders usually don't have good things.
o it's the same music every time.
o faction research is rare.
o it is hard/takes a long time to figure out the game.
o there can be no real/game changing changes to the ships, such as an extra gun.
o it takes a long time to undermine bases.
o bad/no descriptions of modules.
o the player can not use it's mouse to move it's ship.

good:
o the player can modify their ships & the modules are well made.
o it is possible to buy tech from traders.
o stable gameplay.
o cheap and fitting price.
o the enemy has different play styles (altough the guerilla/dodge style is really frustrating and boring).
o good game.. the game glitches when i try to open it and i cannot get in

Update 0.12.3:

 new faction and boss

 new ships and weapons

. Update 16.0:

 Christmas update!

 Repainting and upgrading ships in the shipyard

. Update 0.17:

 Quests

 New secret faction
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. Update 15.4:

 Two new factions

 New ships and weapons

 New skills

 Modding support (https://github.com/PavelZinchenko/EventHorizon-Editor)

. Update 0.13:

1.  Old arenas are replaced with online arenas

2.  Ability to build improved ships

3.  New ships, weapons, and modules

4.  Turkish translation

5.  Easter egg (can be found on planets)

. Update 0.12.1:
New ship and guns. Some changes in user interface.
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